A physiologically based pharmacokinetic model of the minipig: data compilation and model implementation.
In today's pharmaceutical research and development, physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling plays an important role in the design, evaluation and interpretation of pharmacokinetic, toxicokinetic and formulation studies. PBPK models incorporate in vitro physicochemical and biochemical data in a physiologically based model framework to simulate in vivo exposure. The comparison of simulated concentrations to those measured in in vivo studies can be used to gain insights into compound behavior and to inform PBPK based human pharmacokinetic predictions. The Göttingen minipig is gaining importance as a large animal model in pharmaceutical research due to its physiological and anatomical similarities to human and is increasingly replacing dog and non-human primate in preclinical studies. However, no PBPK model for minipig has yet been published. This review discusses the information available to establish the physiological database for this species and highlights the gaps in current knowledge. A preliminary PBPK model is created from this database and simulations for two drugs dosed both intravenously and orally are compared to measured plasma concentrations. Results support the validity of the model with simulated plasma concentrations within the range of the observations. In conclusion, the model will need to be refined as additional physiological data become available, but it can already provide useful simulations to assist pharmaceutical research and development in the minipig.